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In this module you will rcad Into the Wildby John Kraukuer. This novel is about
Christopher Johnson McCandless, a college graduate who dies mysteriously in Alaska.
Items needed to complete the module:
Novel: Into the Wildby John Kraukuer
Handouts: listed below

.
.

Instructions: Complete all of the activities on a separate piece of paper. Label each
activity so that it is easy for your teacher to check your work.
Activify 1: Quickwrite
Write a paragraph in response to the following question.

If you could have tJre fneedom to do anSrt'bing that you wa,nted to
after high school, what you would do? Colle€le, travel, volunteer
work? Explain what and wby.

Into the
As you read the novel, complete the activities listed below. The activities are
included in this packet.

Activity 2: Author's Note Questions
Activity 3: Questions Chapters l-2
Activity 4: Questions

Chapters 3-6

Activity 5: Chapter 7 - Characteization
Activity 6: Questions

Chapters 7-9

Activity 7: Comparison Matrix
Activity 8: Obituary for Everett
Activity 9: Chapter

10 Timeline

Activity 10: Letters to Jon
Activity

lL:

Reuss

and Chris

Questions Chapters 14-15
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Activity 12: Chapters

14-15 Chart

Activrty 13: Questions Chapters 16-17

Activity 14r Chapter

18

-

Investigation Chart

Activity 15: Altemative Outcomes Charr
Activity 16: EPT Essay
Schedule a time to meet with your teacher to complete the timed EPT-Style Essay. You
will have 45 minutes to plarr and write an essay about the book. This essay will be scored
using the EPT Rubric and is intended to mirror tlre EnglishPlacement Test. The essay
mustfu completed in front oJa teacher.

Turn in your completed Module Packet ufien you meet with your teacher for the practice
EPT.
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Activity 2: Questions about the Author's Note

l. What might have McCandless' motives have been for his
behavior (paragraph 3 )?
2. How difficult would it be to invent an entirely new life?
Explain.
3. In paragraph 4, we're introduced to some of the themes in the
book. What are they?
4. In paragraph 5, Krakauer warns us that he will not be an
impartial biographer. What does that mean? What might we then
expect?

5. In the last paragraph, Krakauer introduces the complexrty of
Chris McCandless.
- Should we admire McCandless for his courage and noble
ideas? Explain.
- Was he a reckless idiot? Explain.
- Was he uazy? Explain.
- Was he an arrogant* and sfupid narcissist*? Explain.
6. After reading the author's note, what do you think is Krakauer's
purpose in writing the book?
7. Who is the intended audience for this book?

*arrogant : conceited; excessively self-important
*narcissist : a person who admires himself waaaay too
much; a vain person
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Activity 3: Questions Chapters 1-2

l. What does Gallien notice about Alex's backpacking gear that
worries him?
2. What is Alex afraid of?
3. What does Gaillen give to Alex before he leaves for the
Stampede Trail?
4. Why is there a bus in the wilderness?
5. How long was Chris dead before he was found?
6. How does the reader know which parts of Into the Wild are
diary entries?
7. What about the story of Jim Gallien-is that made, or is it real?
8. What elements of the narrative indicate thatit is based on
research?
9. How does the style of the diary writing differ from the style of
the chapter text?
10. Overall, what styles does the reader encounter in the first two
chapters?
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Activity 4: Questions Chapters 3-6
1. What was Westerberg like? What sort of character did he have?
2. What was McCandless like? What kind of character did he
have?

3. Chris meets a lot of people

along the way. What was it about
McCandless that made an impression?
4. Note Alex's journal. Why does he avoid the first person to talk
about himself? Why doesn't he use the pronoun "I"?
5. What is the purpose of Chapter 4?
6. Characterize Ron Frcr.z. What kind of person was he? Did he
have your sympathy? Why or why not?
7. What didFram do after hearing about Chris' death?
8. At this point in the story, what do you like or admire about
Chris? What do you find strange about him?
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Activity 5: Chapter 7 - Characterization
Each of thefollowing quotes illuminates one or more of
McCandless's personality traits. Write a sentence or two
explaining which trait(s) are identified in each quote.

1. "Many creative people fail to make mature personal
relationships, and some are extremely isolated."

2. o"Alex hadn't been around machinery much,'

Westerberg says
with a shake of his head, 'and it was pretty comical to watch him
try to get the hang of the clutch and all those levers. He definitely
wasn't what you'd call mechanically minded."

3.

o'He

was a big eater. Never left any food on his plate. He was a
good cook, too. Sometimes he'd have me over to Wayne's place
and fix supper for everybody. Cooked a lot of rice. You'd think
he would of got tired of it, but he never did. Said he could live for
a month on nothing but twenty-five pounds of rice."

4. "Flying would be cheating. It would wreck the whole trip."
5. "I can't get him out of my mind."

6.

noticed he was crying. That frightened me. He wasn't
planning on being gono all that long; I figured he wouldn't have
been crying unless he intended to take some big risks and knew he
might not be coming back.'o
'oI

7. "This is the last you shall hear from me Wayne."
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Activify 6: Questions Chapters 7-9
1. What is the function ofthese chapters? What is their
relationship to the rest of the text?
2. Why did Krakauer intemrpt the McCandless story with chapters
8-9?
3. Were you su{prised that McCandless left trails so that the
authorities could find out who he was?
4. Describe Chris' relationship with his family.
5. Do you agree with Nick Jans' criticism of Chris McCandless
adventure? Re-read the letter on page 72 ("His ignorance... is
what killed him").
6. Name a few alpinists who were defeated by Alaska's harsh
wilderness. What were the similarities among them? How was
Chris McCandless different?
7. Write aparcgraph in response to the passage on page 87.
8. What is your reaction to the Irish Monks who journeyed across
the ocean to land on an island offthe southeastern coast of
Iceland? What is your response to the author's view that "They
wsre drawn across the storm-racked ocean...by nothing more than
a hunger of the spirit, a yearning of such queer intensity that it
beggars the modern imagination?"
9. Write a diary entry from Mr. McCandless' point of view after
hearing about his son's death.
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Activity 7: Chapters 8 - 10 - Comparison Matrix
The connection for chapters 8-10 might be called "Outcasts, Idealists, and
Dreamers." Complete the matrix that follows for a better understanding of
the author's craft.

Brief
Outline of
Chapter

ch.8

ch.9

ch.

10

Function of
Chapter (What
does

it do?)

Chapter's
Relationship to Rest
of the Text
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Activity 8: Obituary for Everett Ruess
Write an obituary for Everett Ruess recounting the facts of his life and
pointing to explanations for his death. Assume that you are writing for a
small local paper that would thrive on details and that your article will be
reprinted in his parents' newspaper in the city.
The obituary should include information on Ruess' education, family, and
previous travels, as well as facts about his disappearance and presumed
death. You can view local obituaries either in the Sacramento Bee or on the
lnternet. Doing so will give you a good idea of how obituaries are written
and structured.
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Activity 9: Chapter 10 -- Timeline
Review Chapter 10 to pinpoint the events that led police to
correctly identify McCandless's body. Then, record the events in
chronological order to create a timeline that retraces the course of
the investigation. After you are finished with your timeline,
analyze the information and answer the questions that follow.
Here are a few significant dates for your timeline:
September 10
Between September l0 - 13
September 13
Between Septemb er 13-17
September 17

Questions:
1. Could the troopers have made the identification sooner? Why
or why not?
2. Should the troopers have talked to McCandless's parents
sooner? Why or why not?
3. Would the troopers have been justified in buryrng the body as
an unidentified male? Explain you opinion.
4. How would the Internet have changed the process of
identifi cation and notification?
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Activity 10: Letters to Jon and Chris

#l Write a letter from Chris McCandless to Jon Krakauer, the
author. Have Chris explain to Jon what he wanted to prove by his
trip and why he did not have more equipment.

#2 Then, write

from author Jon Krakauer to Chris. In this
letter, have Jon discuss his trip to the bus. Have Jon describe what
he learned by duplicating the quest that Chris took.
a letter

Both letters need to:
be in proper business letter format (date, address, greeting,

.

.'
.

salutation, etc.).
have at least 3 paragraphs.
o'in
character" - use the voice of either Chris or Jon.
be
be free of grammar or spelling errors.
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Activity 11: Questions Chapters 14-15
1. Why does Krakauer talk about himself in these two chapters?

2. Is chapter

14 effective? Does the author's digression into his

own life add to Chris's story or detract from it? Explain your
response.

3. What about climbing apeaVmountain

appeals to an individual?

Does it appeal to you? Why or why not?

4. What type of relationship
How is it
different?

does Krakauer have with his father?
similar to Chris and Walt's relationship? How is it

On page 155, Krakauer writes, "It is easy, when you are yomg,
to believe that what you desire is no less than what you deserve, to
assume that if you want something badly enough, it is your Godgiven right to have it." Does this quote seem to have a ring of truth
to it? Does it apply to you? Why or why not? How do you apply
it to Chris McCandless?

5.

6. What does Alexander Supertramp's manifesto on page 163
mean?

7. How does Krakauer know ChrisiAlex intended to leave the
wilderness? What stops him?
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Activity L2: Chapters 14-15--Charactertzation Chart
Make a chart of the traits, factors, and events in Jon Krokauer's
story that are parallel to elements in the story of Chris
McCandless. Find at least I points of comparison. Thefirst two
are done for you.

The Story of Chris
McCandless
Reaction to male authorityfgures;

wanted to gain approval; wanted to

The Story of Jon Krakauer
Similar reaction to male authority

-figro

rebel
Gained space by

AmericanWest

uplonng the

Gained space by exploring Alaska
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The Story of Chris
McCandless

Into the Wild

The Story of Jon Kralrauer
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Activity 13: Questions Chapters 16-17
l. Why is Krakauer successful

at crossing the river? What does he
have that Chris McCandless didn't have?
2. Why does Krakauer want to go to the bus?
3. What does Krakauer furd inside the bus and how does it make
you feel?
4. How does Krakauer defend Chris McCandless in chapter 16?
5. What does Krakauer speculate happens to Chris in chapter 17?

6. Trace the timeline to Chris McCandless' death.

. Onhis note at the top of page 198, why do you think he uses the
name Chris McCandless instead of Alexander Superframp?
7

8. How do you think Chris McCandless feels at the end of his life?
Cite evidence from the text to support yorn claim.
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Activity L4: Chapter 18 -- Investigation Chart
In Chapter 18, Krakauer goes through the steps that he took to
identify the cause of Chris McCandless's death. Explaining why he
adopted and then discarded several theories. In the following
chart, list the different theories that Krakauer tries out. Why did
each one work or not work?

Possible
Scenarios
M&andLess ate
domestlcpotato seeds

f{armful Because LikelyAlnlikely?
Reason
Potato seeds can betoxic

lJnLLheLy:

Aperson

wouLdhaveto eatahuge

amountto beharmed.
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Activity 15: Alternative Outcomes
It is easy, in hindsight, to say what someone should have done.
Fill in the chart with what Chris could have done differently that
would have resulted in a better ending.

If Chris McCandless had...
chosen a

dtffera* campstte

Possible Result
he w ouLdn' t have

Tehlarrtha.

bes, tr app ed by the

